Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Oliver Grüter-Andrew
Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:54 PM
*E-Comm Board of Directors
*Executive Leadership Team
9-1-1 call answer delays update

To the Board of Directors,
Since our last update to the Board during Thursday’s meeting, the significant risk to public safety posed by call-answer
delays in transferring 9-1-1 calls for the ambulance service to BCEHS, has significantly worsened. You likely will have
seen recent media reports about the impact of these delays, in terms of extended wait times on 9-1-1. I want to provide
you with an update you on the current situation and outline Management’s ongoing mitigation efforts and response
strategies.
Update
As British Columbians felt the effects of an extreme heat wave over this past weekend, E-Comm experienced record
breaking 9-1-1 call volumes. We received close to 8,000 calls on June 26 – the highest number of calls we have ever seen
in a 24-hour period – and more than 7,300 calls the following day. This is a historic increase of approximately 55%
compared to a normal weekend in June.
Yesterday was E-Comm’s third busiest day, with more than 7,700 calls received to 9-1-1. Of the top seven busiest days in
our history, five have now occurred in the last five days. The vast majority of these calls were requests for the
ambulance service, with our staff transferring 30-40% more calls to BCEHS. At the very busiest moments of the day,
BCEHS’ ability to accept our calls is being fully exhausted, which means callers needing the ambulance service are
waiting on hold, and our 9-1-1 call takers must by policy stay on the line with them until they have been able to transfer
the call. Last night we had to wait almost 30 minutes in one case to hand off a call. This in turn means our pool of
available call takers was quickly depleted, and wait times for the public to connect with a 9-1-1 call taker was up to 17
minutes. Those waiting calls were mostly for ambulance, but there were also many police and fire emergency calls
needing to be transferred to other agencies.
Remedial Efforts
Our Management team’s response is multi-pronged: (a) work with BCEHS to develop emergency protocols; (b) take
extraordinary measures to staff our own ECCs; (c) support our staff in whatever way possible; (c) respond to media and
public enquiries to promote public safety and awareness; (d) ensure that the matter has the attention of BCEHS and
Ministry of Health senior leadership; and (e) ensure our stakeholders are properly informed.
More specifically:
We are in regular communications with BCEHS leadership regarding short term protocols. For example, we are expecting
BCEHS staff to attend at our ECLMD site to assist in 9-1-1 ambulance call triage. We are proposing protocol changes
which would release our call takers from having to remain on hold with callers seeking ambulance services.
For our own staffing resources, we are pushing every conceivable option to relieve the situation. This includes buying
out all breaks and requesting overtime shifts, to asking Operations staff who have retired or who left for other
opportunities (including police and fire careers) to come in for a few hours at peak times.
We are making efforts to support our staff in every way possible. Last night I was at ECLMD until midnight, handing out
cold drinks to staff who were unable to take breaks and seeing firsthand the impact this issue is having on our people.
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Stephen Thatcher is currently at ECVI as we know the Island is also feeling the impact of extended wait times.
Notwithstanding those efforts, we know this is taking a serious toll on our staff and that there will be longer term
implications on retention and wellness.
A communication to our police and fire agency partners will be issued today from Stephen Thatcher, updating our
agency partners on the negative consequences to our service delivery.
E-Comm’s Communications team is highly engaged in responding to ongoing media requests. Jasmine Bradley has given
a number of interviews over the past few days, and her team continues to proactively put out messaging to the public
on our social media channels. We are expecting more such requests and are preparing appropriate statements in
dialogue with our partners in emergency services.
Going Forward
Without question, all our efforts will negatively impact our financial picture further, in Q2 and most likely in Q3.
All of us are very sympathetic with BCEHS and especially their call-taking/dispatch staff: they are 100% maxed out with
calls coming in and waiting to be dispatched. Informally, I was told last night that over 200 calls were waiting in their
queues to be assigned an ambulance to attend. This level of demand has apparently not been seen since the hockey
riots. We have every reason to expect the July long weekend to see a continuation of this demand and the impacts on
the whole emergency response system. We are working in full partnership with BCEHS on all possible measures we can
take to prepare, but fundamentally, BCEHS must remedy this problem. We can support and assist, but we cannot solve
the problem. And it does not appear to be one which is remediable in the near term.
At this time we do wish to remind Board members to refer any requests for comment that you may receive from media
to our Corporate Communications team, at media@ecomm911.ca or 604-215-6248.
We will of course keep the Board regularly updated.
If you have questions, please do not hesitate to ask me directly.
Oliver
Oliver Grüter-Andrew, President & CEO
P: 604-215-5002
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tony Gilligan
Tuesday, June 29, 2021 2:55 PM
'Hahn, Rebecca [PHSA]'
FW: Release: Facing unprecedented casualties, VPD deploys dozens of extra officers

FYI…
From: ADDISON, Steve <Steve.ADDISON@vpd.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 2:52 PM
Subject: Release: Facing unprecedented casualties, VPD deploys dozens of extra officers

* This is an external E-Mail, please take caution when clicking on links or opening attachments unless you
recognize the sender *
***Sergeant Steve Addison will be available for clips at 3:00 p.m. in the media room at 2120 Cambie Street. A call-in
option will be available for media to listen in and ask questions. See below for call-in details.***
Facing unprecedented casualties, VPD deploys dozens of extra officers
Vancouver – Vancouver Police are redeploying dozens of officers and are pleading for people to only call 9-1-1 during
emergencies, as heat-related deaths have depleted front-line resources and severely delayed response times
throughout the city.
“Vancouver has never experienced heat like this, and sadly dozens of people are dying because of it,” says Sergeant
Steve Addison, VPD. “Our officers are stretched thin, but we’re still doing everything we can to keep people safe.”
As of 1:45 p.m. today, VPD officers had responded to more than 65 sudden deaths since the heat wave began on Friday,
with more casualties being reported by the hour. Today alone, officers had responded to 20 sudden deaths as of 1:45
p.m., with more than a dozen others waiting for police to be dispatched.
“The vast majority of these cases are related to the heat,” adds Sergeant Addison. “We’ve never seen anything like this,
and it breaks our hearts. If you have an elderly or vulnerable family member, please give them a call or stop by to check
on them.”
On a typical day, Vancouver Police respond between three and four sudden deaths throughout the city, working with
Vancouver Fire Rescue Services, BC Ambulance, and the BC Coroners Service to investigate. Since Friday, VPD has
averaged more than 14 sudden deaths a day.
VPD is immediately redeploying officers from our Investigation Division, and calling other officers in from home in an
attempt to ease the backlog of calls, but warns that it could take several days for things to return to normal.
“Until this subsides, our priority will be responding to crimes-in-progress and calls that involve an immediate risk to the
public,” adds Sergeant Addison. “We’re asking everyone to be patient and to understand that we’re doing everything we
can to respond to your calls for help.”
-301

**Call in information**
From Vancouver: 604-688-2602
Toll free: 1-833-353-8610
Participant access code to join: 4481799
Telephone participants will be on mute until the Q&A. To ask a question, during the Q&A, press *1. The system will
prompt you when it’s your turn to ask a question.
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephen Thatcher
Tuesday, June 29, 2021 8:06 AM
Eric Stubbs
Re: AR - LMD - 911 lines backed up due to EHS beyond capacity

Good morning Eric:
A combination of factors over the last few days, including historic high call loads for EHS. We actually had
extra staff on for the weekend but it was not nearly enough. The entire picture is more complex than that, and
we are working to figure out options for reducing wait times beyond simply adding more call takers.
I'm going to try and get a message out to stakeholders later today.
Stephen

Sent from my BlackBerry — the most secure mobile device — via the Rogers Network
From: Eric.Stubbs@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Sent: June 29, 2021 07:21
To: Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca
Subject: FW: AR - LMD - 911 lines backed up due to EHS beyond capacity

* This is an external E-Mail, please take caution when clicking on links or opening attachments unless you
recognize the sender *
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sandra MacKay
Wednesday, June 30, 2021 10:53 AM
Stephen Thatcher
RE: Extended Wait Times for 9-1-1, Emergency & Non-Emergency Call-Taking

No me neither, but thanks for asking.
From: Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 10:07 AM
To: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: FW: Extended Wait Times for 9-1-1, Emergency & Non-Emergency Call-Taking
Sandy, any issues with this RD including my correspondence in their board package? I don’t see any?
S
From: newsRob Gay <rob11gay@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 9:58 AM
To: Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>; Shawn Tomlin <stomlin@rdek.bc.ca>; Connie Thom
<cthom@rdek.bc.ca>
Subject: Re: Extended Wait Times for 9-1-1, Emergency & Non-Emergency Call-Taking

* This is an external E-Mail, please take caution when clicking on links or opening attachments unless you
recognize the sender *
Yes I did see you on the news. I wanted to check as your letter would form part of our July 9 RDEK board
correspondance package which is public.
Rob C. Gay
Board Chair & Director Electoral Area C
Regional District of East Kootenay

On Wed, Jun 30, 2021 at 10:22 AM Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca> wrote:
Good morning Rob:

I would say in general terms yes. Here, for example, are recent news clippings that relate you the current pressures.

Please feel free to use information from my message as you wish for advising regional stakeholders/ staff and the
public. If you have any concerns about doing so, please let me know.
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Stephen

CUPE Local 8911 – the union issued a news release today about 9-1-1 staffed being stretched to the limit.
Mostly the same messaging as what we’ve been putting out, plus Donny posted a video message. It’s been
getting some pickup from media outlets: https://www.ecpbc.ca/elementor-4013/

Pressure on provincial government – lots of questions aimed at the Province about why the emergency
services system is broken and what they’re going to do about it. Here’s one example of what we’re seeing, a
social media post from Vancouver Councilor Sarah Kirby-Yung.

E-Comm Mentions:
Over 65 sudden deaths in Vancouver since B.C. heat wave began on June 25
Georgia Straight, June 29
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The B.C. heat wave is placing first responders and emergency personnel under great strain…
Meanwhile, B.C.’s E-Comm 911 service announced earlier today that 911 calls broke records this past
weekend and that there are delays due to high demand.

B.C. heat wave: Okanagan midwife urges pregnant ‘more vulnerable’ women to take precautions
Global News, June 29
An Okanagan midwife is encouraging pregnant women to take extra precautions to protect themselves
amid B.C.’s extreme heat wave… E-Comm 911 operators say they’ve never seen this level of call
volumes before, and the organization put out a video saying they had more than 8,000 calls on June 26
and more than 7,300 calls on June 27. That is more than 55 per cent above historical June numbers.

‘We’ve never seen anything like it’: Vancouver police respond to dozens of heat-related deaths
Global News, June 29
Vancouver police officers are asking everyone to only call 911 during emergencies as they are dealing
with dozens of heat-related deaths in the city… On Saturday, B.C. set a new record for the most
number of ambulance dispatches ever at 1,850. More than 7,700 calls were answered on the 911 lines
Monday, with approximately 30 per cent of those being requests for the ambulance service, E-Comm
confirmed.

Vancouver Island 911 calls jump nearly 60% during hottest days
Victoria News, June 29
Between June 26 and 28, Island 911 dispatchers responded to a total of 1,915 calls, roughly 60 per cent
higher than the average. Last Saturday saw 608 calls answered and Sunday 574, with Monday the
busiest as 733 calls were responded to.

Rise in heat-related deaths and calls in B.C. strains emergency services
Global News, June 29
E-Comm 911 operators say they’ve never seen this level of call volumes before, and the organization
put out a video saying they had more than 8,000 calls on June 26 and more than 7,300 calls on June 27.
That is more than 55 per cent above historical June numbers.

9-1-1 operators “stretched to the limit” during heat wave
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CUPE 8911, June 29
Record high temperatures during the historic heat wave in B.C. have taken their toll on Lower
Mainland 9-1-1 operators, who this past weekend were swamped by a record-breaking number of calls
and stretched to the limit in their ability to answer them all, says the union representing workers at EComm Emergency Communications for BC.

Radio NL (CHNL) at June 29 at 2:30pm [note that this link expires in 30 days]
E-Comm Director of Corporate Communications Jasmine Bradley says the average time it took for
dispatchers to simply answer a call was 74 seconds. ‘We know that being said, there were period of
time where people did have to wait much longer – and the longer time a caller had to wait on 9-1-1 was
17 minutes.’

Heat wave linked to massive spike in sudden deaths across Lower Mainland
Vancouver Sun, June 29
E-Comm dispatchers, meanwhile, answered nearly 8,000 911 calls on Saturday and 7,300 on Sunday,
more than 55 per cent above historical June numbers.

The heat wave envelops B.C.'s 911 call for help, 55% [translated]
Ming Pao, June 29
The heat wave caused the BC 911 connection center and ambulance service personnel to be exhausted.
In the past weekend, the number of ambulance calls broke a record, and the connection center received
more than half of the calls for help compared to previous June weekends. The union representing the
ambulance service said that some people who asked for help had waited two hours for an ambulance.

Record number of 9-1-1 calls [video]
CTV News, June 28
‘This is a historic increase in terms of call volume. We just weren’t expecting to see this many calls
coming.’ A record-breaking 8,000 calls Friday and then 7,300 Saturday – the average wait time on
Saturday, 10 seconds; on Sunday, 41 seconds.. Non-emergency callers waited about 2 hours. If your
life, property or health is at risk, call 9-1-1. And if you get a recording, don’t hang up.

Two-hour waits for B.C. ambulances amid heatwave: paramedic union
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News 1130, June 28
E-Comm confirms it was a record-breaking weekend for 911 calls. “The emergency communications
centre responsible for 99% of 911 call-answer in B.C. received close to 8,000 calls on Saturday and
more than 7,300 calls on the Sunday. This is a historic increase of approximately 55 per cent compared
to a normal weekend in June,” said Jasmine Bradley with E-Comm. Most of the calls were for
ambulance service, with Bradley explaining there were delays in transferring calls to BC Emergency
Health Services (BCEHS).

Busy Saturday for Lower Mainland emergency crews, calls up more than 40 per cent
News 1130, June 28
Jasmine Bradley from E-Comm 9-1-1 dispatch says it was one of the busiest days she’s ever seen. “[EComm 9-1-1] had 7381 calls come through 9-1-1 yesterday in a 24 hour period, which is significantly
higher than our average of around 4500 to 5000 calls.” Summer is always busy for emergency calls and
dispatchers, but not this soon.

The 9/11 report center is very busy in hot weather [translated]
Am1320, June 28
Due to the heat wave in Metro Vancouver, Saturday's 9/11 report center was very busy. E-Comm 9-1-1
Report Center spokesperson Jasmine Bradley said Saturday night is one of the busiest days she knows.

Sunshine Coast all-time high temperature record broken … again
Coast Reporter, June 29
On Monday, the union representing E-Comm Emergency Communications for BC workers said in a
release that 9-1-1 operators received nearly 8,000 calls on Saturday and 7,300 calls Sunday, more than
55 per cent above the daily average.
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From: newsRob Gay <rob11gay@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 8:48 AM
To: Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: Re: Extended Wait Times for 9-1-1, Emergency & Non-Emergency Call-Taking

* This is an external E-Mail, please take caution when clicking on links or opening attachments unless you
recognize the sender *
Hello Stephen - Is this information public?

Rob C. Gay
Board Chair & Director Electoral Area C
Regional District of East Kootenay

On Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 5:47 PM Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca> wrote:
I’m writing to advise you of an issue that continues to significantly and seriously impact our service delivery,
along with mitigation steps E-Comm is taking to address historic call volumes and extended wait times we’ve
been experiencing over the past several days.

As you may be aware, delays in transferring requests from 9-1-1 call takers for the ambulance service to BC
Emergency Health Services (BCEHS) have been slowly increasing over the past 12 months.

We took immediate measures to mitigate this extenuating circumstance, calling in additional staff where
possible and reallocating resources to prioritize 9-1-1 and emergency call-answer. In the days following this
event, E-Comm senior executives met with BCEHS’ leadership team to gain a better understanding of the
issues and to express our concerns over the impact this was having on all emergency service agencies. During
that meeting, BCEHS outlined the steps it had taken to better handle unexpected spikes in call volumes going
forward. We agreed to work together to develop a new policy for mass calls-holding to ensure critical
ambulance requests are handled by BCEHS in an expedited manner.

This past weekend, BCEHS faced extraordinarily high call volumes. This can likely be attributed to the
(dangerously) high temperatures over a weekend as pandemic restrictions were being eased. Once again, long
waits faced by E-Comm call takers to connect calls to BCEHS created a significant drain on available 9-1-1
call-taking resources. These extended call-transfer delays resulted in long wait times for callers to 9-1-1 for
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police and fire, as well as the ambulance service. Yesterday, E-Comm representatives met with BCEHS to
gain a better understanding of the issues and to express our concerns over the impact this was having on all
emergency service agencies discuss what refinements to existing strategies, or entirely new approaches, might
be used to mitigate the impact of the BCEHS call load on call-taking for other emergency services. That
conversation continued this morning, at the executive levels, as the demand for BCEHS services remains very
high. We are doing what we can to assist, however, the fundamental problem requires remediation by
BCEHS.

The picture is a complicated one, and, even if helpful over a short duration or for special events, simply
adding more call takers to E-Comm’s emergency communications centres is neither a practical nor
sustainable answer. BCEHS is fully engaged in assessing more effective and lasting solutions, and our
Communications team has been actively reaching out to media outlets asking for the public’s support in
certain ways.

I will provide further and more detailed updates in the near future, but invite you to contact me before then
should you have questions.

In the interim, please know that E-Comm employees are working incredibly hard with commendable
dedication, in very challenging circumstances, to do their part to maintain optimal service in the name of
public safety.

Thank you,

Stephen

Stephen Thatcher, Vice President, Operations
P: 604-215-5008 / C: 604-505-7740
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or
copied by or to anyone else. This transmission may contain confidential or privileged information, and the sender does not waive any related rights, protection or
obligations in connection with such materials. The unauthorized use or disclosure of this material may be unlawful and result in legal action or other sanctions. If you
have received this email in error please immediately contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sandra MacKay
Wednesday, June 30, 2021 12:32 PM
Oliver Grüter-Andrew
Stephen Thatcher
RE: Media follow ups

From: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 12:30 PM
To: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups

Oliver Grüter-Andrew, President & CEO
P: 604-215-5002

From: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: 30 June, 2021 12:29 PM
To: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups

S.

From: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 12:24 PM
To: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups
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Oliver Grüter-Andrew, President & CEO
P: 604-215-5002

From: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: 30 June, 2021 12:18 PM
To: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups

From: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 12:13 PM
To: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups

Oliver Grüter-Andrew, President & CEO
P: 604-215-5002

From: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: 30 June, 2021 12:05 PM
To: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups

From: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 12:02 PM
To: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups
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Oliver Grüter-Andrew, President & CEO
P: 604-215-5002

From: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: 30 June, 2021 11:56 AM
To: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups

From: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 11:53 AM
To: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>; Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups

Oliver Grüter-Andrew, President & CEO
P: 604-215-5002
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From: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: 30 June, 2021 11:40 AM
To: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>; Stephen Thatcher
<Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups

From: Oliver Grüter-Andrew
<Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 11:28 AM
To: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>; Jasmine Bradley <Jasmine.Bradley@ecomm911.ca>; Stephen
Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Kaila Butler <Kaila.Butler@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups
Just talking to Stephen.
Can you help me understand the Emergency options the RDs have?

Oliver Grüter-Andrew, President & CEO
P: 604-215-5002

From: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: 30 June, 2021 11:26 AM
To: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>; Jasmine Bradley <Jasmine.Bradley@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Kaila Butler <Kaila.Butler@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups
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I have been thinking about whether we should be doing a press conference, direct appeal to the Province. Or asking our
RD’s to invoke their emergency powers.
From: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 11:24 AM
To: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>; Jasmine Bradley <Jasmine.Bradley@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Kaila Butler <Kaila.Butler@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups
I am good with that. I spoke with Doug earlier (he called me) and he asked what more pressure we can put on, including
with the Board’s help. This will go in that direction.
Jasmine, do you feel comfortable with that?

Oliver Grüter-Andrew, President & CEO
P: 604-215-5002

From: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: 30 June, 2021 11:22 AM
To: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>; Jasmine Bradley <Jasmine.Bradley@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Kaila Butler <Kaila.Butler@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups
In my view, yes.
From: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 11:21 AM
To: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>; Jasmine Bradley <Jasmine.Bradley@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Kaila Butler <Kaila.Butler@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups
Ok, I am good with that. Because they don’t do media and the government needs to get in.
Should we say more, such as “This is for BCEHS and the Ministry of Health to fix”?

Oliver Grüter-Andrew, President & CEO
P: 604-215-5002

From: Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: 30 June, 2021 11:16 AM
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To: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>; Jasmine Bradley <Jasmine.Bradley@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Kaila Butler <Kaila.Butler@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups
Just one overarching comment, re the first bullet, I think we should be bold about saying that the problem has to be
fixed by and within BCEHS. Because BCEHS is not doing media, the focus is on us and our challenges, we need to shift it
over a little, in my view.
From: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 10:45 AM
To: Jasmine Bradley <Jasmine.Bradley@ecomm911.ca>; Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>; Sandra
MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>; Tracy Lim <Tracy.Lim@ecomm911.ca>; Suzanne Halliday
<Suzanne.Halliday@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Kaila Butler <Kaila.Butler@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Media follow ups
Apologies for my delayed response. Please see suggestions below.

Oliver Grüter-Andrew, President & CEO
P: 604-215-5002

From: Jasmine Bradley <Jasmine.Bradley@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: 30 June, 2021 9:42 AM
To: Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>; Stephen Thatcher
<Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>; Sandra MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>; Tracy Lim
<Tracy.Lim@ecomm911.ca>; Suzanne Halliday <Suzanne.Halliday@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Kaila Butler <Kaila.Butler@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: Media follow ups
Importance: High
Morning – first night since Saturday I got to sleep for more than 4 hours without getting a phone call ;) (Tracy – hope the
same was true for you!)
That said, media enquiries are already coming through for today. I fully expect the tone to shift toward more of a ‘so
what are you going to do about this’ focus, along with what supports we’re offering our staff and what we expect the
summer to look like.
I was planning on working from home but CTV want to do an on site interview, so I’m getting ready to head to Pender. In
the meantime, here are the questions I’d like to be prepared to answer. Hoping for everyone to share their thoughts so
Kaila and I can pull together appropriate messaging:
• What is E-Comm doing to fix this problem?
Suggest we talk about asking for OT and trying to hire more people quickly. But also saying that our people are already
significantly overtaxed because of increasing demand for emergency services all around, and this is additional
burden. (In line with what Donny is likely to say.) Add that what we can do is limited because the major bottleneck is in
our healthcare services and our call-takers are not allowed or trained to provide medical support to callers.
• What role should the provincial government be playing?
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Tricky one. I suggest you deflect this to the provinces responsibility for health care and just say that since the main
demand is for medical calls and the bottlenecks are in the healthcare system, we assume and we are confident that the
provincial gov is working on all possible ways to address that.
• How are staff coping and what resources is E-Comm offering to help support employees?
Very difficult time for staff who are already stretched thin, and who themselves struggle with the impacts of COVID and
the heat wave. We provide and are stepping up our on-floor mental health support as well as after-shift mental health
care options. Keep a clam work environment. Perhaps make a joke that even our executives come out late at night
handing out cold drinks and popsicles?
• What can people expect heading into the Canada Day long weekend and into the busier summer months? What
is E-Comm doing to prepare?
Canada Day is a worry as it is traditionally a high-acitvity period for all emerg services and 9-1-1. Ask people to be
careful in the continuing heat, watch your alcohol consumption and your activity levels. Look out for elderly friends and
neighbours. If you call is not time sensitive and can wait, consider not calling during the really busy days ahead. If you
need medical help but can get to a hospital without an ambulance, please consider alternative means.
• People have died on the line waiting to be transferred to the ambulance service – what is E-Comm’s response
(NOTE: I need to pull together what OGA/ST/SM and I were emailing about yesterday).
I think that statement you and Sandy came up with yesterday is the way to go here.
Also, I noticed Donny was talking about downstream wait times. Is this data we could speak to? Or would we defer to
the agencies?
I think we should say that wait times to transfer callers to ambulance are at some of the longest we have ever seen. If
pressed perhaps give them the average transfer delay time, rather than the longest, which could easily be
sensationalized.

Jasmine Bradley (she/her/hers), Director of Corporate Communications
P: 604-215-5023 / C: 604-603-7245

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to
anyone else. This transmission may contain confidential or privileged information, and the sender does not waive any related rights, protection or obligations in connection
with such materials. The unauthorized use or disclosure of this material may be unlawful and result in legal action or other sanctions. If you have received this email in error
please immediately contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nancy Kotani
Tuesday, June 29, 2021 4:07 PM
Oliver Grüter-Andrew
*E-Comm Board of Directors; *Executive Leadership Team
Re: 9-1-1 call answer delays update

* This is an external E-Mail, please take caution when clicking on links or opening attachments unless you
recognize the sender *
I appreciate the update Oliver and the extra effort everyone at ECOMM is making to ensure public safety.
Do you think there is any value in officially treating this as an emergency situation with the appropriate controls and
communications?
nnk
Nancy N.Kotani

On Jun 29, 2021, at 3:54 PM, Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca> wrote:

To the Board of Directors,
Since our last update to the Board during Thursday’s meeting, the significant risk to public safety posed
by call-answer delays in transferring 9-1-1 calls for the ambulance service to BCEHS, has significantly
worsened. You likely will have seen recent media reports about the impact of these delays, in terms of
extended wait times on 9-1-1. I want to provide you with an update you on the current situation and
outline Management’s ongoing mitigation efforts and response strategies.
Update
As British Columbians felt the effects of an extreme heat wave over this past weekend, E-Comm
experienced record breaking 9-1-1 call volumes. We received close to 8,000 calls on June 26 – the
highest number of calls we have ever seen in a 24-hour period – and more than 7,300 calls the following
day. This is a historic increase of approximately 55% compared to a normal weekend in June.
Yesterday was E-Comm’s third busiest day, with more than 7,700 calls received to 9-1-1. Of the top
seven busiest days in our history, five have now occurred in the last five days. The vast majority of these
calls were requests for the ambulance service, with our staff transferring 30-40% more calls to BCEHS. At
the very busiest moments of the day, BCEHS’ ability to accept our calls is being fully exhausted, which
means callers needing the ambulance service are waiting on hold, and our 9-1-1 call takers must by
policy stay on the line with them until they have been able to transfer the call. Last night we had to wait
almost 30 minutes in one case to hand off a call. This in turn means our pool of available call takers was
quickly depleted, and wait times for the public to connect with a 9-1-1 call taker was up to 17
minutes. Those waiting calls were mostly for ambulance, but there were also many police and fire
emergency calls needing to be transferred to other agencies.
Remedial Efforts
1

Our Management team’s response is multi-pronged: (a) work with BCEHS to develop emergency
protocols; (b) take extraordinary measures to staff our own ECCs; (c) support our staff in whatever way
possible; (c) respond to media and public enquiries to promote public safety and awareness; (d) ensure
that the matter has the attention of BCEHS and Ministry of Health senior leadership; and (e) ensure our
stakeholders are properly informed.
More specifically:
We are in regular communications with BCEHS leadership regarding short term protocols. For example,
we are expecting BCEHS staff to attend at our ECLMD site to assist in 9-1-1 ambulance call triage. We are
proposing protocol changes which would release our call takers from having to remain on hold with
callers seeking ambulance services.
For our own staffing resources, we are pushing every conceivable option to relieve the situation. This
includes buying out all breaks and requesting overtime shifts, to asking Operations staff who have
retired or who left for other opportunities (including police and fire careers) to come in for a few hours
at peak times.
We are making efforts to support our staff in every way possible. Last night I was at ECLMD until
midnight, handing out cold drinks to staff who were unable to take breaks and seeing firsthand the
impact this issue is having on our people. Stephen Thatcher is currently at ECVI as we know the Island is
also feeling the impact of extended wait times. Notwithstanding those efforts, we know this is taking a
serious toll on our staff and that there will be longer term implications on retention and wellness.
A communication to our police and fire agency partners will be issued today from Stephen Thatcher,
updating our agency partners on the negative consequences to our service delivery.
E-Comm’s Communications team is highly engaged in responding to ongoing media requests. Jasmine
Bradley has given a number of interviews over the past few days, and her team continues to proactively
put out messaging to the public on our social media channels. We are expecting more such requests and
are preparing appropriate statements in dialogue with our partners in emergency services.
Going Forward
Without question, all our efforts will negatively impact our financial picture further, in Q2 and most
likely in Q3.
All of us are very sympathetic with BCEHS and especially their call-taking/dispatch staff: they are 100%
maxed out with calls coming in and waiting to be dispatched. Informally, I was told last night that over
200 calls were waiting in their queues to be assigned an ambulance to attend. This level of demand has
apparently not been seen since the hockey riots. We have every reason to expect the July long weekend
to see a continuation of this demand and the impacts on the whole emergency response system. We are
working in full partnership with BCEHS on all possible measures we can take to prepare, but
fundamentally, BCEHS must remedy this problem. We can support and assist, but we cannot solve the
problem. And it does not appear to be one which is remediable in the near term.
At this time we do wish to remind Board members to refer any requests for comment that you may
receive from media to our Corporate Communications team, at media@ecomm911.ca or 604-215-6248.
We will of course keep the Board regularly updated.
If you have questions, please do not hesitate to ask me directly.
Oliver
2

Oliver Grüter-Andrew, President & CEO
P: 604-215-5002
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tracy Lim
Tuesday, June 29, 2021 6:13 PM
Grant Hamilton; VI Service Committee
RE: Extended Wait Times for 9-1-1, Emergency & Non-Emergency Call-Taking

Hi Grant,
These are unprecedented times and I completely understand and support that we need to take different measures for
public safety.
The LMD Fire agencies are also hitting max. medical events they can handle and I suspect the VI Fire agencies might be
similar positions. The other concern I have heard from Fire Chiefs is that their resources are tied up for hours and they
are unable to leave the patient until EHS arrives for transport, which leaves smaller Fire agencies vulnerable to handle
Fire events as they come in.
We recently tested using a dedicated escalation # for our dispatcher to reach EHS dispatcher for emergent demands
from Police and Fire (separate from ETA follow-ups). It seemed to have worked that one night (at least on our side) so I
asked for this to be considered as an ongoing process. Still waiting for a EHS to complete their assessment of this
impromptu “trial” and think this will help alleviate the pressure felt when officers have a situation that require medical
support.
Please standby as we ironed this out with EHS and internally. I am on the phone with EHS team daily on different
temporary operating procedures.
Tracy

Tracy Lim, Executive Director, Emergency Communications Centres
P: 604-215-6236 / C: 778-953-6131
ecomm911.ca @EComm911 info
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to
anyone else. This transmission may contain confidential or privileged information, and the sender does not waive any related rights, protection or obligations in connection
with such materials. The unauthorized use or disclosure of this material may be unlawful and result in legal action or other sanctions. If you have received this email in error
please immediately contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

From: Hamilton, Grant <Grant.Hamilton@vicpd.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 5:15 PM
To: Tracy Lim <Tracy.Lim@ecomm911.ca>; VI Service Committee <VIServiceCommittee@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: RE: Extended Wait Times for 9-1-1, Emergency & Non-Emergency Call-Taking

* This is an external E-Mail, please take caution when clicking on links or opening attachments unless you
recognize the sender *
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From: Tracy Lim <Tracy.Lim@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: June 29, 2021 4:55 PM
To: VI Service Committee <VIServiceCommittee@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: FW: Extended Wait Times for 9-1-1, Emergency & Non-Emergency Call-Taking
Hi VI Service Committee,
Hope you are getting some relief from the heat today! Sharing an email from Stephen Thatcher that you may not have
received. Please reach out to Stephen and I if you have questions regarding the current situation re: extended wait
times.
Take care,
Tracy

Tracy Lim, Executive Director, Emergency Communications Centres
P: 604-215-6236 / C: 778-953-6131
ecomm911.ca @EComm911 info
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to
anyone else. This transmission may contain confidential or privileged information, and the sender does not waive any related rights, protection or obligations in connection
with such materials. The unauthorized use or disclosure of this material may be unlawful and result in legal action or other sanctions. If you have received this email in error
please immediately contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.

From: Annah Hamilton-Simard <Annah.Hamilton-Simard@ecomm911.ca> On Behalf Of Stephen Thatcher
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 4:29 PM
To: Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Tracy Lim <Tracy.Lim@ecomm911.ca>; Marc McAdam <Marc.McAdam@ecomm911.ca>; Rocky Tees
<Rocky.Tees@ecomm911.ca>; Jasmine Bradley <Jasmine.Bradley@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: Extended Wait Times for 9-1-1, Emergency & Non-Emergency Call-Taking

I’m writing to advise you of an issue that continues to significantly and seriously impact our service delivery,
and to let you know E-Comm is developing mitigation steps to address the historic call volumes and extended
wait times we’ve been experiencing over the past several days.
As you may be aware, delays in transferring ambulance requests from our 9-1-1 call takers service to BC
Emergency Health Services (BCEHS) have been slowly increasing over the past 12 months. This situation first
reached a tipping point on the evening of Saturday, May 29, 2021, when a higher-than-anticipated number of
ambulance requests led to downstream times averaging 15-minutes over a three-hour period. As a result, EComm call takers were waiting on hold for extended periods of time trying to connect callers to BCEHS.
This caused increased wait times on 9-1-1 lines as our call takers, following established protocols, remained on
the line with callers until they were able to connect with an available BCEHS call taker. We took immediate
measures to mitigate this extenuating circumstance, calling in additional staff where possible and reallocating
resources to prioritize 9-1-1 and emergency call-answer. In the days following this event, E-Comm senior
executives met with BCEHS’ leadership team to gain a better understanding of the issues and to express our
2

collective concerns over the impact this was having on all emergency service agencies. During that meeting,
BCEHS outlined the steps it had taken to better handle unexpected spikes in call volumes going forward. We
agreed to work together to develop a new policy for mass calls-holding to ensure critical ambulance requests
are handled by BCEHS in an expedited manner.
This past weekend, BCEHS again faced extraordinarily high call volumes. This can likely be attributed to the
(dangerously) high temperatures over a weekend as pandemic restrictions were being eased. Once again, long
waits faced by E-Comm call takers to connect calls to BCEHS created a significant drain on available 9-1-1 calltaking resources. These extended call-transfer delays resulted in long wait times for callers to 9-1-1 for police
and fire, as well as to the ambulance service. Yesterday, E-Comm and BCEHS representatives met again to
discuss what refinements to existing strategies, or entirely new approaches, might be used to mitigate the
impact of the BCEHS call load on call-taking for other emergency services. That conversation continued this
morning, at the executive levels, as the demand for BCEHS services remains very high. So, E-Comm is doing
what it can to assist, however, the fundamental problem requires remediation by BCEHS.
The picture is a complicated one, and, even if helpful over a short duration or for special events, simply adding
more call takers to E-Comm’s emergency communications centres is neither a practical nor sustainable answer
as it does not address the root cause of the issue. BCEHS is fully engaged in assessing more effective and
lasting solutions, and our Communications team has been actively reaching out to media outlets asking for the
public’s support in certain ways.

I will provide further and more detailed updates in the near future, but invite you to contact me before then
should you have questions.
In the interim, please know that E-Comm employees are working incredibly hard with commendable
dedication, in very challenging circumstances, to do their part to maintain optimal service in the name of
public safety.
Thank you,
Stephen

Stephen Thatcher, Vice President, Operations
P: 604-215-5008 / C: 604-505-7740

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or
to anyone else. This transmission may contain confidential or privileged information, and the sender does not waive any related rights, protection or obligations in
connection with such materials. The unauthorized use or disclosure of this material may be unlawful and result in legal action or other sanctions. If you have received
this email in error please immediately contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Oliver Grüter-Andrew
Tuesday, June 29, 2021 8:21 AM
'Fry, Karen'; *Fire Dispatch
Stephen Thatcher; Tracy Lim; Tyler Moore (VFRS)
RE: Extreme heat response

Thank you to both of you for acknowledging the team. I was on the operations floor last night and the volume of activity
was not something I recall seeing outside a major wind storm. The team was calm and focused, with great leadership
and mutual support. I am very proud that we have such a great professional group of people supporting our B.C. fire
fighters.
Oliver Grüter-Andrew, President & CEO
P: 604-215-5002

From: Fry, Karen <Karen.Fry@vancouver.ca>
Sent: 29 June, 2021 5:44 AM
To: *Fire Dispatch <FireDispatch@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>; Tracy Lim <Tracy.Lim@ecomm911.ca>; Tyler Moore (VFRS)
<tyler.moore@vancouver.ca>; Oliver Grüter-Andrew <Oliver.Gruter-Andrew@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: Re: Extreme heat response

* This is an external E-Mail, please take caution when clicking on links or opening attachments unless you
recognize the sender *
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Steve Addison (VPD)
Tuesday, June 29, 2021 2:52 PM
Release: Facing unprecedented casualties, VPD deploys dozens of extra officers

* This is an external E-Mail, please take caution when clicking on links or opening attachments unless you
recognize the sender *
***Sergeant Steve Addison will be available for clips at 3:00 p.m. in the media room at 2120 Cambie Street. A call-in
option will be available for media to listen in and ask questions. See below for call-in details.***
Facing unprecedented casualties, VPD deploys dozens of extra officers
Vancouver – Vancouver Police are redeploying dozens of officers and are pleading for people to only call 9-1-1 during
emergencies, as heat-related deaths have depleted front-line resources and severely delayed response times
throughout the city.
“Vancouver has never experienced heat like this, and sadly dozens of people are dying because of it,” says Sergeant
Steve Addison, VPD. “Our officers are stretched thin, but we’re still doing everything we can to keep people safe.”
As of 1:45 p.m. today, VPD officers had responded to more than 65 sudden deaths since the heat wave began on Friday,
with more casualties being reported by the hour. Today alone, officers had responded to 20 sudden deaths as of 1:45
p.m., with more than a dozen others waiting for police to be dispatched.
“The vast majority of these cases are related to the heat,” adds Sergeant Addison. “We’ve never seen anything like this,
and it breaks our hearts. If you have an elderly or vulnerable family member, please give them a call or stop by to check
on them.”
On a typical day, Vancouver Police respond between three and four sudden deaths throughout the city, working with
Vancouver Fire Rescue Services, BC Ambulance, and the BC Coroners Service to investigate. Since Friday, VPD has
averaged more than 14 sudden deaths a day.
VPD is immediately redeploying officers from our Investigation Division, and calling other officers in from home in an
attempt to ease the backlog of calls, but warns that it could take several days for things to return to normal.
“Until this subsides, our priority will be responding to crimes-in-progress and calls that involve an immediate risk to the
public,” adds Sergeant Addison. “We’re asking everyone to be patient and to understand that we’re doing everything we
can to respond to your calls for help.”
-30**Call in information**
From Vancouver: 604-688-2602
Toll free: 1-833-353-8610
Participant access code to join: 4481799
Telephone participants will be on mute until the Q&A. To ask a question, during the Q&A, press *1. The system will
prompt you when it’s your turn to ask a question.
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jasmine Bradley
Wednesday, June 30, 2021 5:55 PM
*Executive Leadership Team
Comments from Minister Mike Farnworth - heat wave

PROVINCE ‘WORKING HARD’
At a press conference with reporters Wednesday, Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness
Mike Farnworth defended the government’s handling of the record heat wave.

On Tuesday, the union representing ambulance paramedics denounced BC Emergency Health Services
(BCEHS) after firefighters and patients were left waiting up to 11 hours for assistance.
Troy Clifford, president of the Ambulance Paramedics of British Columbia, said pressure has been
building on ambulance crews for months. When the heat wave hit, he said staffing shortages of up to 25
per cent combined with a spike in demand.
“We know we’re going to face floods, fires,” he said. “We should have been planning for it a long time ago.
It’s not unpredictable.”
“I say there needs to be accountability from the leadership at BCEHS.”
Farnworth shot back at those concerns, saying his government hired 200 ambulance paramedics last fall
and plans to hire more in the summer.
“Our systems across the province are working hard, but getting through a weather event like this safely
means each and every person must do their part to ensure their own safety and the safety of their
neighbours and loved ones,” he said.
He pointed to advice his government had given in advance of the heat wave — to wear a hat, drink water,
take cold showers and seek out municipal cooling centres.
Farnworth said the province has supported municipalities with funding to keep libraries and civic facilities
open as cooling centres, as well as extra money to bring on more firefighters in cities like Vancouver.
At the legislative level, the minister said his government is in the midst of rewriting B.C.'s Emergency Act.
In the past, the act has traditionally focused on wildfire and flooding; soon, said Farnworth, it will set up
the province to take action on pandemics and heat waves.
“This kind of heat wave is not typical of British Columbia. But with the reality of climate change, we can’t
ignore the potential for this to become more common in the future,” he said, warning of another potentially
devastating wildfire season to come.
1

“We have to be ready. We can’t ignore the possibility of a next time and it’s clear that we can’t rely on
what we’ve done in the past.”

Jasmine Bradley (she/her/hers), Director of Corporate Communications
P: 604-215-5023 / C: 604-603-7245

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to
anyone else. This transmission may contain confidential or privileged information, and the sender does not waive any related rights, protection or obligations in connection
with such materials. The unauthorized use or disclosure of this material may be unlawful and result in legal action or other sanctions. If you have received this email in error
please immediately contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jasmine Bradley
Tuesday, June 29, 2021 6:11 PM
*Executive Leadership Team
Corp Comm: summary of comms related to wait times

Hi everyone – just wanted to flag a couple of things that occurred throughout the day.
CUPE Local 8911 – the union issued a news release today about 9-1-1 staffed being stretched to the limit. Mostly the
same messaging as what we’ve been putting out, plus Donny posted a video message. It’s been getting some pickup
from media outlets: https://www.ecpbc.ca/elementor-4013/
Pressure on provincial government – lots of questions aimed at the Province about why the emergency services system
is broken and what they’re going to do about it. Here’s one example of what we’re seeing, a social media post from
Vancouver Councilor Sarah Kirby-Yung.

Media Coverage – lots of interviews and media outreach, I expect this will continue until things settle down. A few of
the reporters I was speaking to today, mentioned they had ‘sources’ at E-Comm telling them how awful it’s been and
that people have been dying on the line while waiting to be transferred to ambulance.
E-Comm Mentions:
Over 65 sudden deaths in Vancouver since B.C. heat wave began on June 25
Georgia Straight, June 29
The B.C. heat wave is placing first responders and emergency personnel under great strain… Meanwhile, B.C.’s
E-Comm 911 service announced earlier today that 911 calls broke records this past weekend and that there are
delays due to high demand.
B.C. heat wave: Okanagan midwife urges pregnant ‘more vulnerable’ women to take precautions
Global News, June 29
An Okanagan midwife is encouraging pregnant women to take extra precautions to protect themselves amid
B.C.’s extreme heat wave… E-Comm 911 operators say they’ve never seen this level of call volumes before, and
1

the organization put out a video saying they had more than 8,000 calls on June 26 and more than 7,300 calls on
June 27. That is more than 55 per cent above historical June numbers.
‘We’ve never seen anything like it’: Vancouver police respond to dozens of heat-related deaths
Global News, June 29
Vancouver police officers are asking everyone to only call 911 during emergencies as they are dealing with
dozens of heat-related deaths in the city… On Saturday, B.C. set a new record for the most number of
ambulance dispatches ever at 1,850. More than 7,700 calls were answered on the 911 lines Monday, with
approximately 30 per cent of those being requests for the ambulance service, E-Comm confirmed.
Vancouver Island 911 calls jump nearly 60% during hottest days
Victoria News, June 29
Between June 26 and 28, Island 911 dispatchers responded to a total of 1,915 calls, roughly 60 per cent higher
than the average. Last Saturday saw 608 calls answered and Sunday 574, with Monday the busiest as 733 calls
were responded to.
Rise in heat-related deaths and calls in B.C. strains emergency services
Global News, June 29
E-Comm 911 operators say they’ve never seen this level of call volumes before, and the organization put out a
video saying they had more than 8,000 calls on June 26 and more than 7,300 calls on June 27. That is more than
55 per cent above historical June numbers.
9-1-1 operators “stretched to the limit” during heat wave
CUPE 8911, June 29
Record high temperatures during the historic heat wave in B.C. have taken their toll on Lower Mainland 9-1-1
operators, who this past weekend were swamped by a record-breaking number of calls and stretched to the
limit in their ability to answer them all, says the union representing workers at E-Comm Emergency
Communications for BC.
Radio NL (CHNL) at June 29 at 2:30pm [note that this link expires in 30 days]
E-Comm Director of Corporate Communications Jasmine Bradley says the average time it took for dispatchers to
simply answer a call was 74 seconds. ‘We know that being said, there were period of time where people did
have to wait much longer – and the longer time a caller had to wait on 9-1-1 was 17 minutes.’
Heat wave linked to massive spike in sudden deaths across Lower Mainland
Vancouver Sun, June 29
E-Comm dispatchers, meanwhile, answered nearly 8,000 911 calls on Saturday and 7,300 on Sunday, more than
55 per cent above historical June numbers.
The heat wave envelops B.C.'s 911 call for help, 55% [translated]
Ming Pao, June 29
The heat wave caused the BC 911 connection center and ambulance service personnel to be exhausted. In the
past weekend, the number of ambulance calls broke a record, and the connection center received more than
half of the calls for help compared to previous June weekends. The union representing the ambulance service
said that some people who asked for help had waited two hours for an ambulance.
Record number of 9-1-1 calls [video]
CTV News, June 28
‘This is a historic increase in terms of call volume. We just weren’t expecting to see this many calls coming.’ A
record-breaking 8,000 calls Friday and then 7,300 Saturday – the average wait time on Saturday, 10 seconds; on
Sunday, 41 seconds.. Non-emergency callers waited about 2 hours. If your life, property or health is at risk, call
9-1-1. And if you get a recording, don’t hang up.
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Two-hour waits for B.C. ambulances amid heatwave: paramedic union
News 1130, June 28
E-Comm confirms it was a record-breaking weekend for 911 calls. “The emergency communications centre
responsible for 99% of 911 call-answer in B.C. received close to 8,000 calls on Saturday and more than 7,300
calls on the Sunday. This is a historic increase of approximately 55 per cent compared to a normal weekend in
June,” said Jasmine Bradley with E-Comm. Most of the calls were for ambulance service, with Bradley explaining
there were delays in transferring calls to BC Emergency Health Services (BCEHS).
Busy Saturday for Lower Mainland emergency crews, calls up more than 40 per cent
News 1130, June 28
Jasmine Bradley from E-Comm 9-1-1 dispatch says it was one of the busiest days she’s ever seen. “[E-Comm 9-11] had 7381 calls come through 9-1-1 yesterday in a 24 hour period, which is significantly higher than our
average of around 4500 to 5000 calls.” Summer is always busy for emergency calls and dispatchers, but not this
soon.
The 9/11 report center is very busy in hot weather [translated]
Am1320, June 28
Due to the heat wave in Metro Vancouver, Saturday's 9/11 report center was very busy. E-Comm 9-1-1 Report
Center spokesperson Jasmine Bradley said Saturday night is one of the busiest days she knows.
Sunshine Coast all-time high temperature record broken … again
Coast Reporter, June 29
On Monday, the union representing E-Comm Emergency Communications for BC workers said in a release that
9-1-1 operators received nearly 8,000 calls on Saturday and 7,300 calls Sunday, more than 55 per cent above the
daily average.

Jasmine Bradley (she/her/hers), Director of Corporate Communications
P: 604-215-5023 / C: 604-603-7245

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to
anyone else. This transmission may contain confidential or privileged information, and the sender does not waive any related rights, protection or obligations in connection
with such materials. The unauthorized use or disclosure of this material may be unlawful and result in legal action or other sanctions. If you have received this email in error
please immediately contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jasmine Bradley
Sunday, June 27, 2021 6:27 PM
Tracy Lim; George Raitt
*Corporate Communications; Sam Corea
Extreme heat - power outages

Importance:

High

Hi Tracy and George,
BC Hydro is reporting a number of power outages across the Lower Mainland, most likely due to A/C’s being on full
blast. Not sure if we’re seeing any impact to our volumes with people calling for info/updates? If this is an issue, please
let me know. In the meantime I thought I would proactively get in front of this.
Here’s what I just posted to social media.

Jasmine Bradley (she/her/hers), Director of Corporate Communications
P: 604-215-5023 / C: 604-603-7245

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or to
anyone else. This transmission may contain confidential or privileged information, and the sender does not waive any related rights, protection or obligations in connection
with such materials. The unauthorized use or disclosure of this material may be unlawful and result in legal action or other sanctions. If you have received this email in error
please immediately contact the sender by return email and delete all copies of this email and any attachments.
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sandra MacKay
Tuesday, July 27, 2021 1:47 PM
Melissa Yeo
FW: BCEHS Call Volume

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From: Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 9:00 AM
To: *Executive Leadership Team <ExecutiveLeadershipTeam@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: BCEHS Call Volume
Hello all:
Just had a short conversation with Neil LILLEY.
He (and the rest of BC Health) are well aware of pressures and have an emergency executive meting to start shortly.
Advised him E-Comm very alive to their pressures, but we need to find a way to hand off 9-1-1 calls for EHS much more
quickly in order to maintain 9-1-1 service for them and other agencies.
Tracy is speaking with EHS reps to impress the fact that we were asking yesterday, but telling today.
More to follow.
Stephen

Stephen Thatcher, Vice President, Operations
P: 604-215-5008 / C: 604-505-7740

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments are only for the use of the intended recipient and must not be distributed, disclosed, used or copied by or
to anyone else. This transmission may contain confidential or privileged information, and the sender does not waive any related rights, protection or obligations in
connection with such materials. The unauthorized use or disclosure of this material may be unlawful and result in legal action or other sanctions. If you have received
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Annah Hamilton-Simard
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sandra MacKay
Tuesday, July 27, 2021 1:37 PM
Melissa Yeo
FW: Urgent Message re Staffing Needs

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Melissa, here is the first of what will be a few emails from me which are responsive to the recent FOI application, Sandy
From: Stephen Thatcher <Stephen.Thatcher@ecomm911.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 8:30 PM
To: Suzanne Halliday <Suzanne.Halliday@ecomm911.ca>; Jasmine Bradley <Jasmine.Bradley@ecomm911.ca>; Sandra
MacKay <Sandra.MacKay@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: FW: Urgent Message re Staffing Needs
Good evening all:
Terrific messaging Jasmine. (But I felt compelled to change two words). ;)
I have (I think) sent this to all ECC supervisors, and will follow up shortly with message to all ECC staff. I will not copy you
on that.
Appreciate the efforts of all three of you to get this done!
Thanks, and I hope this is it for work for us all tonight.
Stephen

From: Stephen Thatcher
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 8:25 PM
To: *OPS ECC Supervisors <OPSECCSupervisors@ecomm911.ca>
Cc: Cid Martinez <Cid.Martinez@ecomm911.ca>
Subject: Urgent Message re Staffing Needs
Good evening all:
I plan to send this out to all Ops staff shortly, but am giving those of you on this this list a brief lead time.
Thank you,
Stephen
==========
To all ECC staff:
1

I think it’s important to start this communication by acknowledging the significant and serious challenges our team – and
the broader emergency services community – has faced over the past week, as our province coped with an extreme
heatwave at the same time COVID restrictions began to ease. Delays in being able to downstream 9-1-1 calls to BCEHS
hit all-time highs, we saw extended and sustained wait times on 9-1-1 that we have never seen before, our police and
fire partners were inundated with requests for help that directly impacted our call-taking and dispatch services, and we
saw days of record-breaking call volumes flow through our ECCs. We know the incredible burden and stress this placed
on our frontline staff, and I want to recognize your extraordinary response to very challenging circumstances.
As we head into another sunny weekend and B.C. officially moves to Step 3 of its restart plan, we are anticipating further
pressure on call volumes and continued call-transfer delays to BCEHS. We are also facing a critical staffing shortage for
July 1 through to July 4. The Workforce team is trying to do all it can to fill vacancies and have been making several
callouts, but so far they haven’t had much success in staffing up to the levels that we will need.
Following are the needs we have for the next several days:

Our priority at E-Comm is helping those who need us the most. And right now, your colleagues who are scheduled to
work July 1-4 also need your help. If you are able to take any shifts where we have vacancies, this will relieve workload
pressures for everyone.
The steps that we need to work through, in the order we will need to work through them, are as follows:
1. We are asking for your help to sign up for any shifts that you can – even partial shifts will help.
2. Auxiliary staff are being called to ask them to sign up for their minimum required hours.
3. Auxiliary staff that are not meeting minimum hours and do not sign up voluntarily will be mandated to work in
the area of highest need up to their minimum hour requirements.
4. Staff will be asked to voluntarily defer any vacations that are booked over the dates in question.
5. As an absolute last resort - vacations may be canceled or mandatory overtime provisions enacted.
If you are able to pick up any shifts, please reach out to the Workforce team as soon as possible.
Thank you for your ongoing commitment to public safety, and please be assured we are working hard with our partners
to find sustainable solutions that don’t continually rely on overtime to maintain our services.
Stephen

Stephen Thatcher, Vice President, Operations
P: 604-215-5008 / C: 604-505-7740
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